Quoins
DECORATION FOR FAÇADES

Give your project a traditional aspect.

4.043

Weser quoin cladding enables you to enhance
your façades and give them the traditional
aspect of older houses.
Depending on the style you wish to adopt,
the cladding can be staggered, or laid straight.

39 x 39 quoin

24 x 49 quoin

QUOINS

Product name
24x49 quoins
39x39 quoins
Quoin fixing kit

Reference
CA 49.5
CA 39
FIX CA

Colour
Size (cm)
Weight
B/P
(49.5 x 24) x 24 x 4 13.2 kg
B/P
(39 + 39) x 24 x 3 4.5 kg
-

Price

LAYING
Quoins can be laid on new cast concrete or block walls. They can also
be laid on existing walls as long as they are true.
In all cases a thin layer of ready-mixed mortar must be applied to the
wall beforehand to ensure correct waterproofing.
The exact vertical alignment must be drawn on the underlying wall.
Fixing kit
The elements are fixed using Weser-Mix CO fixing mortar and
special stainless steel ties developed by Weser. Check that the element is level before tightening
the ties to their final position, and then fill the tie hole with mortar before laying the next element.
10mm joints must be left between elements. Use wedges during laying to keep the joints regular,
and remove them before jointing with Weser-Mix JL mortar.

Drawing the vertical aligment

Putting fixing mortar on the wall

Putting fixing mortar on the quoin

Drilling a hole for the rawlplug

Fixing the tie with a screw

Laying the quoins on one another

Because they are made with natural aggregates, these products may vary slightly in colour.
We strongly recommend mixing the blocks when laying them to obtain best results.
In order to improve its products, Weser reserves the right to modify them without notice.
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